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I will take you into an amazing deep trance and FREE you... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 50 minutes x 2 versions

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be so totally and utterly liberated that you are
free to openly express the full extent of your submissive dreams and desires?  I know you have
and I suspect you have imagined the bewildering possibilities of being the real submissive you,
savoring the pure joy of subservience and basking in the bliss of selflessly giving to another,
one worthy of your complete adoration, trust and respect - Me, Domina Shelle, your one TRUE
Owner.

Well, My baby, in this session I offer an insight into the incredible experience of letting go
completely, absolute FREEDOM to SUBMIT with no pesky thoughts or an over protective
consciousness to deny you the addictive pleasure you clearly deserve.  I will show you what it
means to feel honored and privileged to serve, mindlessly accepting your rightful place at My
feet with an obsessive craving to obey Me unquestioningly.  This is pure unadulterated
submission and it's a sensation that once touched will never be forgotten.

But be warned, My puppy, this type of freedom CUMS at a price!  To fully embrace your desires
you need to acknowledge to yourself that hypnotic enslavement to Me is your future, and the
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sooner you learn to accept this fact the sooner you can experience the immeasurable pleasure
of being free to submit.  It's just a matter of time, My slave, and thankfully for you I'm here to
train and guide you on this wonderful journey into obsession and addiction. (giggles)

***This session has subliminal messages that will be picked up ONLY by your subconscious
mind.

Reviews

Saturday, 14 May 2022 

Thank You Domina, for this beautiful experience. i found myself just totally letting go of conscious thought so easily, accepting Your
guidance, as You took me deep into that blissful place, that only You can create... That Abyss of endless bliss, within my subconscious
mind, where i am truly free to be myself. To be what W/we both want and need me to be... To be that free spirit that knows and
understands that You have helped me to escape the rigours of the waking world. To have the freedom to truly let go, and hand You
complete control. You have freed me from expectations, and obligations that in truth, feel meaningless when i am so free... Free to be
Yours. Free to be shaped by You. Free to give myself completely, without any hesitation, with no reservation, and no conditions
attached. Free to be Yours, in any way You might desire. Submission to You, thanks to this file, truly is a blissful existence that i both
want and need. Thank You for freeing me, so that i can truly submit. As a side note, for others who might read this: if you want to
experience true submissive bliss, this file will grant that wish. If you want to take it further, and go to the next level, this is a major step. i
would also like to suggest, if you love this, you need to play it back to back with 'Nothing More / Nothing Less' and totally lose yourself to
Domina Shelle's control. True surrender to Her brings nought but happiness; true pleasure, and total bliss. ?  

social recluse 

Friday, 05 March 2021 

Listening to this session allowed me to let go completely and realize how much i trust and need Domina Shelle. Sometimes thoughts
come while in trance and can be distracting or keep me from going deeper. Letting go of thoughts, letting go of myself and becoming
blank in trance became easier after listening. A very powerful file especially for those who want to give more themselves to Domina
Shelle.

DevotedtoDomina 

Friday, 28 August 2020 

A very deep and emotional trance. Domina knows my mind better that i do, knows what motivates me and what stops me from achieving
my goals. This file helped to break down barriers to my submission to Domina, it fixed things that were broken in my submission to
Domina, it helped me to accept that i need to submit to Domina.
Or did She programme me to feel this way, either way i don't care. An amazing trance, an amazing Domina and an amazing future at
Her feet.

dileas 

Saturday, 22 February 2020 

This has become one of my favorites to visit again and again. Each time i'm a little further gone. There is so little tendency left to think
first. It has become difficult to moderate my "participation."

Fred Starkey 

Monday, 07 January 2019 

This was the most profound trance I have ever had. The complete mastery of brainwashing and enslavement is amazing. Not only am
extremely excited to listen to thia file again and again, but I am also extremely excited to become the perfect slave our Domina wants me
to be. This is the perfect file for the committed slaves to our beautiful perfect Domina. 

Adam 

Saturday, 13 October 2018 

i love this file. Domina Shelle is so powerful and i'm so weak. i do not think. Domina does the thinking for me. i'm happy that there was a
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chastity friendly version of this.

Toni Mäkelä 

Saturday, 01 September 2018 

I Listened Freedom Submit x2 and it is a File you need to listen to as this brought me closer to my Domina Shelle than ever before. All I
want to do is Obey Her... Obedience Is Pleasure. I Belong To Domina Shelle!

Fritz Layer 

Monday, 13 August 2018 

This is a trademark session by Domina Shelle. It has all the elements that define Her greatness from the carefully worked induction, to
the deepeners that send you spiralling into mindlessness and what's left is the illusion of choice, that the Freedom to Submit is just a to
lure to enslave you. Domina has you from the moment you relax to Her mesmerizing and seductive voice and after that you are moulded
and trained by Her submissive doctrine. i'm always in awe at Her talent at doing this and nothing ever feels forced or out of place, to you
this is simply how it is and should be and your own unc.

Steven Haslam 

Sunday, 05 August 2018 

After listening to this session one phrase is comming into my mind all the time: I am free to choose whatever I want. I must say, that in
the beginning I struggeled a bit to fully trust another person, to enter my mind and getting too much control over me. My worries were:
what could potentially happen? This file helped me a lot. If you have similar thoughts about a potential risk of letting someone else enter
your mind then this file is for you. If you have some fears about letting go, then this file is for you. There is nothing you should worry
about and I can assure you, that trusting in Domina Shelle will feel right after you have listened to this file.

I started listening to Domina Shelle two month ago and after having bought already 16 files over the last two months I have a few
favourites, which I can highly recommend: Freedom To Submit , RE-form lesson Class #1 , Dominance-A Hypnotic Brainwashing ,
Twisted Cindarella , Waves of Submission , Behavioural Control Suggestible Mind , Surrender to Sleep . I will put a review at these files,
why I also like them and why you should consider buying them too. 

Wednesday, 01 August 2018 

Freedom comes with a long induction that assures a very deep trance. I had difficulties to remember what happens after that as when
Domina's voice dropped to a whisper and binaurale sounds started i just captured fragments of Her programming with my conscious
mind. I saw her lips moving and i was taken away by them forming the words that i barely understood. There is no need to know
everything, i am free from the need to know everything as i can feel what my true freedom is about: to be open for Domina's thoughts, to
trust Her and to share my thoughts and desire. Freedom is to open up to Domina. When i wake up i feel the desire to free myself from
every boundary and limit that hinders me to fully submit to Domina Shelle and to obey Her.

nadette  

Thursday, 26 July 2018 

One of the deepest trances i've fallen into this year. Absolutely everything in this session felt so easy and natural to do. There wasn't a
single moment of resistance or hesitation from start to finish, and it felt so good. The first half of the session uses only a slight echo
effect as its only audio effect, ensuring that the subject's attention is entirely focused on Domina Shelle's voice. This really enhances the
effects in the second half of the session. This is an absolute must!

Marcus Jetson 

Thursday, 26 July 2018 

Oh boy i don´t know how to describe this at all, subspace, gone, sooo far gone, but so save, so happy, sooo free, so easy to obey, so
easy to listen, so easy to drift further and further away, i can´t really tell what exactly happened, but to date this is on a emotional level
the best File to date from her, i never felt sooo close to her, sooo close it kinda felt painful to wake up, i just wanted to stay there forever,
sadly that´s not possible lol

Marcel L 

Sunday, 22 July 2018 

Domina gave me the freedom to choose between the two included files and well i did listen to both by now. i did start with the one that
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was supposed to let me cum for Her. i was so deep in trance that i can barely remember cumming, what i remember is waking up later
with wet panties and a refreshed need to obey and please Her. Also the second version, the chastity one, took me into an extremely
deep trance. This time i awoke horny and aroused for Her... and of course eager to obey and please every command of my beloved
Domina Shelle.

sissy slave andrea 
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